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Infrared (IR) vibrational spectroscopy is a well-established tool 
in materials and life-science research.  This technique can obtain 
information regarding fundamentally important microchemical 
properties.  Although it is widely used to analyze microchemical 
properties, the identification of chemical structure using 
vibrational spectroscopy at infrared wavelengths has been 
problematic because of the diffraction limits of conventional 
infrared microscopy, which result in low spatial resolution.  For 
example, the spatial resolution of infrared (IR) spectroscopy is 
approximately 10 mm, but that of newly developed near-field IR 
spectra (NFIR) is 1 mm, or less.  Therefore, sub-micrometer to 
sub-nanometer scale chemical structure analysis is difficult to 
achieve by conventional IR.  Specifically, scientists have been 
hampered by difficulty to separate protein-associated small 
chemical compounds from biomineralized organisms.  We have 
overcome this limitation by applying a newly developed near-
field optical technique and near-field optical microscope through 
NFIR with high spatial resolution.  The combination of near-
field microscopy and spectroscopy enables spectra to be 
obtained with subwavelength spatial resolution for visible light.  
However, the application of the near-field optical technique to 
the mid-IR region has only been reported for microscopy thus 
far.1  The primary reason for this limitation is lack of availability 
of high-intensity sources and detectors for the IR region.

In the present study, this technique was used with a soft coral, 
Lobophytum crassum, as a model calcifying organism.  Soft 
coral is an important and integral part of marine ecosystems.  It 
has an important role in benthic-pelagic coupling processes as a 
source of food for demersal grazers and predators, as a host of 
highly diverse microbial biomass, and as a bioeroder.  Soft coral 
contains small spicules of calcium carbonate, called “sclerites.”  
Sclerites can strengthen the base of the soft coral, and are used 
by scientists to assist in the identification of soft coral species.  
Sclerites are the major mineralized structures present in these 
organisms.  To address this importance, in vitro crystallization 

experiments were carried out in the presence of matrix proteins 
extracted from sclerites.  A supersaturated solution of 
Ca(HCO3)2 was prepared by purging a stirred aqueous 
suspension of CaCO3 with carbon dioxide.2  An aragonitic 
solution was obtained by adding 50 mM MgCl2 to supersaturated 
solution.  Crystallization experiments were carried out with and 
without the addition of 700 mg of soluble proteins (extracted 
from sclerites) to the solution (500 ml).  The solutions were then 
allowed to sit for one month without further manipulation.  The 
protein concentration in the organic matrix was measured by 
method of Lowry et al.3 using chicken ovalbumin (Kanto 
Chemical, Tokyo, Japan) as standard.  The precipitate crystals 
were harvested from the solution after completion of each 
experiment, and each sample was stored for near-field probing 
analysis.  An apertureless-type near-field microscope (NFIR-
200, JASCO Corp., Japan) was combined with an FTIR 
spectrometer to detect near-field signals in subwavelength 
regions of the samples.  The operation of NFIR was performed 
as described in the literature.4

The distance separating the sample and probe was regulated 
by an uncontacted physical force interaction between the sample 
and the probe,5 and was maintained at approximately 30 nm.  
The probe tip oscillated parallel to the sample surface.  When 
the sample-probe separation distance became less than 100 nm, 
the diameter of rotation of the probe decreased.  This rotation 
signal was detected optically using a 690-nm laser diode and a 
Si photo detector and fed back to the sample stage to regulate 
the sample-probe separation distance.  The area of measurement 
points (X:Y) was 0.25 ¥ 1 m.  The position of the sample was 
adjusted by moving an X-Y PZT stage to change the 
measurement position.  To determine the polymorphism of the 
crystals, the sample was analyzed in the range of 0 – 3600 cm–1 
using a Jasco (Japan) NRS3200 Raman imaging microscope.  
Characteristic Raman bands for calcite and aragonite were 
assigned as described elsewhere.6–9

Calcite and aragonite are two common polymorphs of CaCO3 
observed as biominerals.  Stony coral forms needle-like 
aragonite crystals, but soft coral forms only calcite crystals.  
Seawater contains a high concentration of Mg2+ (50 mM) 
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relative to Ca2+ (10 mM).  During in vivo crystallization, Mg2+ 
inhibits calcite formation, resulting in a predominance of 
aragonite crystals.  For this reason, stony coral skeletons 
exclusively form aragonite crystals in biocalcification.  A special 
case is that of soft coral, which forms only calcite crystals.  
This interesting phenomenon, still uncharacterized in sea 
environment, was explored in this study.  In soft coral skeletal 
sclerites, aragonite precipitation is the expected initial state.  
Some biological processes, especially those involving matrix 
proteins, strongly influence and override this condition to form 
calcite crystals.  To study this important and interesting 
phenomenon in the biocalcification process, in vitro 
crystallization experiments were carried out with an aragonitic 
solution in proteins extracted from calcified sclerites.

The NFIR spectra of the aragonitic crystal particles obtained 
from an aragonitic solution (containing 50 mM Mg2+ ions) in the 
absence or presence of matrix proteins are shown in Fig. 1.  
Measurements were made at two points on the protein nucleated 
particle and at one point on the protein-free particle.  Two points 
were selected from particle obtained in the presence of proteins 
in order to confirm the presence of –OH groups.  The –OH 
absorption band observed at 3400 cm–1 was seen in the particle 
that interacted with the matrix proteins (700 mg); however, no 
–OH band appeared in the protein-free particle (Fig. 1B), 
although the crystallization experiment was conducted in the 
presence of a high concentration of Mg2+ ions.  This result, 
obtained from the particle of the aragonitic solution, proved the 
strong tendency of matrix proteins to form –OH moieties in soft 
coral in the regulation of biocalcification.

Another important finding obtained by NFIR is the presence 
of calcite bands, which were found in the presence of matrix 
proteins and 50 mM Mg2+ ions.  Two strong bands of calcite at 
A4 (v3 = 1415 cm–1) and A6 (v1 = 1086.9 cm–1) were detected 
in an aragonitic solution containing 50 mM Mg2+ ions (Fig. 1A).  
The main v3 band at 1415 cm–1 and the v1 band at 1086.9 cm–1 

Fig. 1 NFIR of aragonitic small particles.  (A) NFIR of the –OH bond in the protein-induced small 
aragonitic particle.  The arrows (A1 – A7) show the complete bulk composition in the particle (see the 
text for details).  (B) NFIR of a small aragonitic particle in the absence of proteins reveals no –OH bond.
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Fig. 2 Raman spectra of CaCO3 precipitates obtained in the 
presence of matrix proteins (1.4 mg/mL) and 50 mM Mg2+.  (A) 
indicates calcite crystals.  Characteristic Raman bands for calcite are 
at 155, 282, and 712 cm–1.  (B) indicates aragonite crystals.  
Characteristic Raman bands for aragonite are at 153, 164, and 703 
cm–1.
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in the IR spectra were confirmed to be calcite formation.10  This 
result indicates that matrix proteins in soft coral have a strong 
tendency to form calcite.  To prove this interesting phenomenon, 
we also examined nucleation using Raman microprobe analyses.  
The Raman spectra showed that the protein-interacted particle is 
calcite (Fig. 2A) and the protein-free particle is aragonite (Fig. 2B).

As shown in Fig. 1, the sharp absorption of strong double 
bonds (A2 = CO3 bands) at 1800 cm–1 is typical in crystal 
particles obtained from aragonitic solutions, both in the presence 
and in the absence of proteins.  The bands corresponding to the 
structure of proteins and polysaccharides were designated A1 = 
triple bond (2500 cm–1), A3 = amide II (1550 – 1600 cm–1), A5 = 
amide III (1300 – 1350 cm–1) and A7 = sugar (1000 cm–1) (Fig. 1A).

In this report, we established that the matrix proteins in soft 
coral only influence the production of calcite crystals, and 
therefore the –OH group obtained in proteinaceous calcite may 
be involved as a key structure in its formation.  Near-field IR 
analysis suggests that the matrix proteins in soft coral are 
potentially involved in forming the coral body structure through 
small chemical compounds via sclerites.

Our results constitute the first practical implementation of IR 
near-field spectroscopy for biomineralization applications.  This 
study indicates that this chemistry could have important 
implications for understanding biomineralization regulation in 
all calcifying coral organisms.  We hope that this new NFIR 
analysis approach using soft coral will be a useful tool for 
understanding the functions of proteins in the emerging field of 
biomineralization.  Finally, the potential applications of this 
approach touch virtually every aspect of ocean-related life 
sciences and microbial communities, as well as problems in 

materials science, chemistry, physics, and environmental research.
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